2013 vw jetta radio

If you search forums, or take a look at VW trending reports on CarComplaints. Owners say the
problem happens out of nowhere, and some report hearing a pop before everything went silent.
The fuses are fine and even pulling them and trying to "reset" the system does nothing. These
aren't old radios, either. We're talking about this problem showing up just 3 to 4 years into
ownership. Which is inconveniently just out of warranty range for many owners. With most
complaints focused on just a couple model years, it seems likely that VW just got a bad batch of
radios from their supplier which a few owners say is Delphi. When presented with the problem,
dealers will commonly respond with a "it's an internal stereo component failure. In fact, I think
you could bank on it. You see, some dealers won't offer the exchange if they don't think your
current radio can be refurbished. In other words, if you opt in to the exchange, you are probably
just going to get somebody else's refurb. For the price, you could get a very good replacement
radio at an electronics store with plenty of money left over. But I understand not wanting to go
that route â€” for some, OEM radios just look better and more integrated. Depending on your
mileage â€” and I have NO clue why mileage would be used as a determining factor â€” VW
dealers might be willing to cut you a deal. Other than that and as of right now the best advice
we've found is to negotiate with your local dealer. Make your dissatisfaction known. Learn from
toddlers who want snacks and are willing to throw themselves on the floor in a fit of
unnecessary rage until you get your way. Maybe you've experienced this problem. Maybe you're
concerned you will soon. Whatever the reason, here's a handful of things you can do to make
sure it gets the attention it deserves. Major class action law firms use this data when
researching cases. Their focus is on safety-related issues. What About a Fix? OK, Now What?
File Your Complaint CarComplaints. Be the first to write a review. Part Number: 5C Donor
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list. People who viewed this item also viewed. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact the
seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Have one to sell? Sell it
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charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. May not ship to
Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item
location:. Ilion, New York, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See
details. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. International shipping paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a
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not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed to be in good working condition unless
otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit the vehicle s listed in the description. If
your vehicle was not originally equipped with the EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to
consult a dealer to see if it will fit your application. Additional items may be needed if this is an
upgrade or custom installation. Please consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We
do our best to prevent these issues from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may
cause. You will be responsible for any Restocking and Shipping fees associated with you order.
Please consult your dealer before trying any type of upgrade. We cannot tell you if it fits
anything else. Please do not ask because you will only get this statement as a reply. Just
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personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all
orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales
tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due
to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to questions related to
orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment or other general
questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are looking for. We hope
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